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0 of 0 review helpful I COULD NOT PUT THIS BOOK DOWN By Dee Kennedy is someone who is well off BUT 
she is not spoiled not one bit I liked her since the beginning of the story most of the time when its a rich girl or man 
they make them out to be so spoiled and mean or cruel Kennedy is not like that at all Derek is a sweetheart that loves 
the land and works hard he did have a rough life and I instantly lov Love Finds You in Valentine Nebraska What can a 
California girl do with a few dusty acres of land in rural Nebraska So Kennedy Blaine wonders after she inherits a 
ranch in the small western style town of Valentine Nebraska As Kennedy makes arrangements to sell the property she 
finds herself drawn to the ranch and to its attractive manager Derek Sterling She decides to spend the summer in her 
ancestral home and reconnect with family members But soon Ke About the Author In a writing career spanning three 
decades Irene has won numerous awards and published 45 books with sales of more than two million copies Irene 
primarily writes inspirational romances but she has also published non fiction books devotional 
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